
VINCENNES [L-H] - 03 December 
Race 1 - PRIX VESTA -  2100m MOBILE D52 Harness. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. HANDY MAN - Returning from a break when winning by 0.75L at Le Mans nine days ago. Bold show 

expected. 

2. HAPPYJO DE LIGNY - Good 4L fourth at this venue last month. Strong claims racing barefoot for 

the first time. 

3. HOTEL MYSTIC - Down the field 11L tenth here just over three weeks ago. More needed. 

4. HEUREUX DE BOUERE - Placed third when beaten 1.25L at Laval thirteen days ago. Notable 

contender. 

5. HIGOR DAIRPET - Followed up a victory here with a 4.5L fourth at Laval thirteen days ago. Claims. 

6. HORACIO DE CERISY - Down the field fourteenth at this venue just over three weeks ago. 

Improvement needed. 

7. HELECTRIK DE SUCE - New shoeing combination tried following two DQ at this track. 

8. HADOL DU PALMA - Impressed when winning by 3L at Graignes nine days ago. Held eighth here 

prior however. 

9. HIRO DE FAVEROL - Fifth beaten 1.25L at this track in October. Likely to find at least one too good. 

10. HOCKFELER DU MESLE - Held 10L fifth here six days ago. Others preferred. 

11. HEAD OF STATE - Fifth beaten 4.5L at this track in a big field 22 days ago. Claims for a top stable. 

12. HOLD UP SMART - Failed to shine when tenth at this track first up ten days back. Likely to have 

improved. 

13. HAS DE CAMBES - Completed a double when winning by 1.25L at this course a month ago. Top 

chance. 

14. HENZO DE MOUTIERS - Held 6L sixth at Graignes nine days back. Best watched. 

15. HOMERE DES NOUES - Fair 6L fifth at Laval just under two weeks ago. Likely to find a few too 

good. 

Summary: HAS DE CAMBES (13) can continue his good run in this shoeing combination and complete 
a hat-trick following a 1.25L success here. Top chance. HANDY MAN (1) may challenge for the win 
having scored by 0.75L at Le Mans first up. HAPPYJO DE LIGNY (2) enters calculations with Eric Raffin 
booked. Ran 4L fourth at this course and holds claims. HEUREUX DE BOUERE (4) makes the shortlist. 
Managed a 1.25L third at Laval. Fifth at this circuit beaten 4.5L was HEAD OF STATE (11) who is 
another who makes appeal. 

Selections 

HAS DE CAMBES (13) - HANDY MAN (1) - HAPPYJO DE LIGNY (2) - HEUREUX DE BOUERE (4) - 
HEAD OF STATE (11)  



Race 2 - PRIX NORMA -  2100m MOBILE E75 Harness. Purse EUR €33,000. 

1. GREZ - Good 0.75L fourth at Saint-Brieuc twelve days ago. Bold show expected running barefoot. 

2. GEORGES L'AVENTURE - Held 12L eighth at Laval just under two weeks ago. Step forward needed. 

3. GLORIOSO BELLO - Given a break since finishing tenth at Beaumont-de-Lomagne at the end of 

August. Likely to improve for the race.  

4. GIBALDI DE HOUELLE - Runner-up beaten 0.75L at this track last week. Strong claims racing 

without shoes. 

5. GABY STAR - Victorious by 1.75L at Marseille-Borely in September. Of note first up. 

6. GRANIT DU GERS - Completed a double when winning by 1.25L at Graignes just under three weeks 

ago. Leading contender. 

7. GOSSE MAJYC - Fourth beaten 3L at this track three weeks ago. Notable runner. 

8. GASTON DES SABLES - Held 5.25L seventh here three weeks ago. More needed. 

9. GAUDEPSOU - Good 2.25L third at Le Croise-Laroche five days ago. Top chance. 

10. GENERAL DU PALAIS - Ninth beaten 2.25L at this track in September. Likely to find a few too good 

first up. 

11. GAGNANT - DQ at Enghien in October. Claims on best form. 

Summary: GRANIT DU GERS (6) can register a hat-trick having won by 1.25L at Graignes. Leading 
contender. GAUDEPSOU (9) may challenge for the win. Ran 2.25L third at Le Croise-Laroche. GIBALDI 
DE HOUELLE (4) enters calculations on the back of a 0.75L second here. GREZ (1) is considered 
following a 0.75L fourth at Saint-Brieuc. GOSSE MAJYC (7) finds a good opportunity. Finished 3L fourth 
at this circuit. Interesting. 

Selections 

GRANIT DU GERS (6) - GAUDEPSOU (9) - GIBALDI DE HOUELLE (4) - GREZ (1) - GOSSE 
MAJYC (7)  



Race 3 - PRIX MELUSINA -  2100m MOBILE D141 RST E Harness. Purse EUR €37,000. 

1. FALCO SACHA - Down the field 9.5L tenth here first up. Improvement likely. 

2. FLASH DE VELY - Victorious by 2.75L here last month. Notable runner. 

3. ZAFFIRO JET - 3.25L eleventh at this track on last months French debut. Minor role likely. 

4. FABAGO DU GERS - Good 1.25L second at Chartres twelve days ago. One to note running barefoot. 

5. FILS D'HAUFOR - Fair 6.25L fifth at this venue last month. Capable of better. 

6. FACE TIME - Midfield finish when 5.5L eighth at Bordeaux eighteen days ago. Others make more 

appeal. 

7. FAKIR DE GESVRES - Below par 7.25L tenth at this venue a week ago. Best watched. 

8. FURYO - Held 7L ninth at Chartres just under two weeks ago. More needed. 

9. FASHIONABLE QUICK - Good 2.75L third at Bordeaux last month. Strong claims in a new shoeing 

combination. 

10. IBRA BOKO - Fifth beaten 1.25L at this track two weeks ago. Bold show expected with a top driver 

booked.  

11. ZEUS STECCA - Placed third when beaten 0.75L here fourteen days ago. One to note without 

shoes. 

12. ONAS NOUGAT - Making his second start in France when 2.25L seventh here two weeks ago. 

Others preferred. 

13. FLIGHT COMMODORE - Good 2.5L third at Le Croise-Laroche just over a month ago. Leading 

contender without shoes. 

14. TYPHOEUS FACE - Placed second when beaten a nose at Chartres last month. Notable runner. 

15. FAMOUS LAST WORDS - Bidding to complete a four-timer when suffering a DQ at this track just 

over two weeks ago. Top chance. 

Summary: FLIGHT COMMODORE (13) can deliver a victory following a 2.5L third at Le Croise-Laroche. 
Serious player. FAMOUS LAST WORDS (15) could play a hand in the finish having won at Meslay-du-
Maine on his penultimate outing. FASHIONABLE QUICK (9) is considered on the back of a 2.75L third 
at Bordeaux. Makes appeal. IBRA BOKO (10) gets a chance to shine having been beaten 1.25L fifth 
here. TYPHOEUS FACE (14) is also noted following a nose second at Chartres. 

Selections 

FLIGHT COMMODORE (13) - FAMOUS LAST WORDS (15) - FASHIONABLE QUICK (9) - IBRA 
BOKO (10) - TYPHOEUS FACE (14)  



Race 4 - PRIX VULPECULA -  2175m WALK-UP C13 Harness. Purse EUR €32,000. 

1. JADE DE GUEHAM - Unraced Alto de Viette filly who qualified at Grosbois just under a month ago. 

One to note. 

2. JILETTY GRIFF - Held 23L eighth on debut at Nantes in October. Step forward expected. 

3. JUST LIKE STAR - DQ at Cabourg when odds-on for her debut in August. Dangerous if maintaining 

stride. 

4. JUNE D'ATOUT - Held 12L seventh at La Capelle first up. Likely to have improved for the experience. 

5. JAIDA DE MAY - Fifth beaten 6L at La Capelle on debut just over three weeks ago. Of note. 

6. JUSTESS VIKING - DQ at Reims a week ago. Fourth at Chartres prior gives her a chance. 

7. JEFFERSONIA MAG - Good 2L second at La Capelle just over three weeks ago. Notable contender. 

8. JOLIE MAJYC - Placed on each of her last three starts including when 4.25L third at Reims a week 

ago. Claims. 

9. JOY DE BELLOUET - Debuted with a Cabourg win but only seventh when beaten 6L here 

subsequently. Noted. 

10. JOIA FEAT - Improving with racing and found success by 0.25L at Amiens third up. Debuting for a 

new trainer. 

11. JAZZIE BELLE - Went one place better than when runner-up on debut when winning by a nose at 

Laval three weeks ago. Bold show expected. 

12. JIRELLITA - Good 6L third at this track ten days ago. Strong claims. 

13. JEEGHA PRIDE - Successful by 1.25L at Cabourg at the end of October. Top chance. 

14. JOMOLUNGMA - DQ on three of her five starts to date including at this venue twice. Others 

preferred. 

Summary: JEEGHA PRIDE (13) can complete a double having won by 1.25L at Cabourg. Leading 
contender. JIRELLITA (12) could go well having been beaten 6L when third at this circuit. Holds claims. 
JAZZIE BELLE (11) is considered on the back of a nose victory at Laval. JUST LIKE STAR (3) is another 
of note having been fancied in the market prior to a DQ on debut at Cabourg. 

Selections 

JEEGHA PRIDE (13) - JIRELLITA (12) - JAZZIE BELLE (11) - JUST LIKE STAR (3)  



Race 5 - PRIX THISBE -  2700m WALK-UP C130 Monte. Purse EUR €43,000. 

1. GAZON DEVOL - DQ on two of his last three starts including here three weeks ago. More needed. 

2. GOLDEN VIKING - Pads tried for the first time following a 21L eighth at this track three days ago. 

3. GENIE DES LUCAS - Fair 11L fifth at this circuit just under two weeks ago. Step forward required. 

4. GRINGO SAVA - DQ in a driven race here first up. Claims on the form he showed at this venue last 

winter. 

5. GAMIN NORMAND - Held 17L ninth in a driven race at this venue a week ago. Top chance back in 

a mounted contest running barefoot. 

6. GIANT MESLOIS - Good 6.5L fourth at this venue just over three weeks ago. Leading contender 

without shoes. 

7. GANGSTER DAVANESS - Bold show expected on his first mounted start since finishing 3.25L 

second here in October. 

Summary: GIANT MESLOIS (6) can register a second win at this track following a 6.5L fourth here. 
Serious player. GAMIN NORMAND (5) is shortlisted back in a mounted race having been beaten 17L 
ninth in a driven event here. GANGSTER DAVANESS (7) warrants consideration having finished 3.25L 
second at this course on his latest mounted start. Include. GRINGO SAVA (4) makes appeal back in a 
mounted contest following a driven DQ. 

Selections 

GIANT MESLOIS (6) - GAMIN NORMAND (5) - GANGSTER DAVANESS (7) - GRINGO SAVA (4)  



Race 6 - PRIX OTTILIA -  2175m WALK-UP E14 Harness. Purse EUR €29,000. 

1. ICAMORA DE HOUELLE - Victorious by 0.25L at Les Sables-d'Olonne in August. Of note first up 

after a break.  

2. IS A PEARL - Held 8L seventh at Graignes sixteen days ago. Step forward needed.  

3. ILLIANGA DE NILE - Returning from a beak when 7.5L ninth at Reims a week ago. Improvement 

expected.  

4. IDEALE DE LA COMTE - DQ at Graignes just under three weeks ago. More required.  

5. INGENTIA PRIMA - Good 2.5L third at Graignes sixteen days ago. Strong claims.  

6. ITALICA MESLOISE - DQ on each of her last three starts including at this track in October. Others 

hold more obvious claims.  

7. INFRA DU DOLLAR - Runner-up when beaten 0.25L by a subsequent winner at Grenade last month. 

Notable runner.  

8. ISOTTA BAR - DQ on all three previous starts including at Reims sixteen days ago. Best watched.  

9. INTRIGUE - Held 13L seventh here first up after a break. Improvement likely.  

10. INDICA - Fair 9L sixth here last week. Capable of better.  

11. ISN'T IT DU WISON - Good 1.25L second at Reims seven days ago. One to note.  

12. IGORINE - Fair 6L sixth at this venue seventeen days ago. Looking for a first victory at the fifteenth 

time of asking.  

13. INTERACTIVE - Held 5L sixth at Laval first up. Improvement expected.  

14. IRENE FLASH - Good 3L second at Graignes just under three weeks ago. Leading contender.  

Summary: IRENE FLASH (14) can go one better than when 3L second at Graignes. Leading chance. 
INGENTIA PRIMA (5) is shortlisted having been beaten 2.25L third at the same venue. INFRA DU 
DOLLAR (7) can deliver a big effort on the back of a 0.25L second at Grenade. In the mix. ISN'T IT DU 
WISON (11) is another to consider having finished 1.25L second at Reims. 

Selections 

IRENE FLASH (14) - INGENTIA PRIMA (5) - INFRA DU DOLLAR (7) - ISN'T IT DU WISON (11)  



Race 7 - PRIX GIENAH -  2175m WALK-UP E40 Monte. Purse EUR €29,000. 

1. HARPIE DU PERCHE - DQ on four of her last five starts including in a Vire driven race last month. 

More needed.  

2. HERINE D'OCCAGNES - DQ on three of her five starts this spell. Failed to place in two previous 

mounted starts.  

3. HELITE DU GASSEL - Held 18L seventh at this track last month. Others hold more obvious claims.  

4. HAVANA QUICK - Put a string of DQ behind her when 14L fifth in a driven race at Laval at the start 

of last month. Top jockey booked to ride.  

5. HAMARANDESTART - Sixth when beaten 15L at this track eleven days ago. Step forward required.  

6. HARMONIE JAZZ - DQ twice since finishing a nose second at Toulouse in October. Risky proposition.  

7. HERMINE D'OLIVERIE - Held 23L seventh at this track last month. Bold show expected having 

shown good form here last winter.  

8. HAVANE DE CHENU - Good 4.25L second in a driven race at Chatelaillon 27 days ago. Claims if 

replicating that effort on just her second mounted start.  

9. HAVANA PARIS - Good 4.25L fourth in a driven race at Graignes nineteen days ago. Mounted debut.  

10. HUKA DE L'ECLAIR - DQ at this track in a driven race last month. Needs to put that effort behind 

her.  

11. HERMINE CAPTAIN - Held 5.5L ninth in a driven race here twelve days ago. Mounted debut.  

12. HAWAI TEAM - DQ twice here this spell. Hard to recommend at present.  

13. HISBA WIND - Struggled 62L twelfth in a driven race at this track twelve days ago. Strong claims 

having won in this shoeing combination in the past.  

Summary: HISBA WIND (13) can take this despite a couple of disappointing efforts here including when 
down the field in a driven race. Strong chance having won in this shoeing combination in the past. 
HAVANE DE CHENU (8) finds a suitable event following a 4.25L second in a Chatelaillon driven race. 
HERMINE D'OLIVERIE (7) is considered having shown good mounted form here last winter. HAVANA 
QUICK (4) is also considered with Mathieu Mottier booked for her mounted debut. 

Selections 

HISBA WIND (13) - HAVANE DE CHENU (8) - HERMINE D'OLIVERIE (7) - HAVANA QUICK (4) 


